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ABSTRACT

We investigate the impact of multiple transmit antennas on
the performance of a SDMA/TDMA single-cell downlink
system under random packet arrivals, correlated block-fading
channels and non-perfect channel state information at the
transmitter due to a delay in the feedback link. We derive
the arrival rate stability region and the adaptive scheduling
policy that stabilizes any arrival rate point inside the re-
gion without knowing explicitly the arrival statistics. Then,
we apply these results to the case of “opportunistic” beam-
forming and space-time coding. The ability of accurately
predicting the channel SNR dominates the performance of
opportunistic beamforming. Hence, we propose to exploit
synchronous pseudo-random beamforming matrices known
a priori by the receivers in order to improve the channel
state information quality. Under this scheme, it appears that
for given feedback delay the relative merit of opportunis-
tic beamforming and space-time coding (transmit diversity)
strongly depends on the channel Doppler bandwidth.

1. MOTIVATION

In 3G wireless Internet applications, a high data rate down-
link for delay-tolerant packet communications is needed.
The downlink of a single cell system is modeled as a fad-
ing Gaussian broadcast channel, whose capacity region has
been completely characterized under different assumptions
in several papers (e.g., [1]). In particular, it is known that,
under fading ergodicity, when the base station is equipped
with a single antenna and has perfect Channel State Infor-
mation (CSI), the average throughput (long-term average
sum rate) is maximized by serving the user with the largest
fading coefficient at each time instant (e.g., [2]). Motivated
by this result, downlink scheduling schemes such as the
High-Data Rate (HDR) [3] or the 1xEV-DO [4] have been
proposed. Such systems assume that all connected users
have infinite backlog (i.e., all data present at the base sta-
tion, no arrival processes).
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When the base station is equipped with
� ���

an-
tennas, the single-cell downlink falls in the class of vector
Gaussian broadcast channels, whose capacity region with
perfect CSI has been fully characterized in [5] and refer-
ences therein. In particular, for a system with

�
trans-

mit antennas and � � �
users, a multiplexing gain of�

can be achieved, i.e., the average throughput scales as���	��
�����
for high SNR, and

�
users can be served at

the same time on each slot. A low-complexity alternative
usage of multiple transmit antennas for the downlink with
scheduling and TDMA consists of the so called opportunis-
tic beamforming proposed in [2], where the multiple anten-
nas are used to generate a random beam inducing an artifi-
cial fading that varies slowly enough to be measured and fed
back by the users but rapidly enough to make the schedul-
ing algorithm share the channel fairly among the users. A
spatial-multiplexing version of the opportunistic beamform-
ing is proposed and analyzed in [6], where

�
mutually or-

thogonal random beams are simultaneously used and the
best

�
users are selected at each time. It is shown that

for ��� �
and assuming perfect SNR instantaneous feed-

back, the same multiplexing gain of
�

as for the case of
perfect CSI is achievable.

In parallel with the development of opportunistic schemes,
the current research and standardization trend in wireless
cellular systems has focused on Space-Time Coding (STC).
When no Data Rate Control (DRC) feedback signal is avail-
able at the transmitter, the event that the transmitted rate
falls below the instantaneous mutual information of the fad-
ing channel is called information outage. This is the event
that dominates the decoding error probability for good codes
in high SNR conditions [7]. In the most realistic scenario
where the base station is equipped with

�
antennas and the

mobile terminal has a single antenna, STC achieves
�

-fold
transmit diversity, making block error probability decrease
as ��� ����������� for high SNR, that is,

�
times faster than

in a single-antenna system.
It is natural to investigate the interaction of STC and

opportunistic scheduling algorithms and which use of mul-
tiple antennas at the base station one can eventually make.
Based on the optimistic assumptions of perfect SNR feed-



back and infinite backlog, a number of recent works showed
that the transmit diversity achieved by STC is detrimental
for the multiuser diversity effect connected to opportunistic
beamforming/scheduling schemes [8, 9]. These results led
to the naive conclusion that STC should be avoided in high
data rate delay-tolerant downlink applications. In this paper
we take a deeper look into this problem and consider two
fundamental aspects that were neglected in works such as
[2, 6, 8, 9]: random packet arrivals with finite transmission
buffers and time-varying fading channels with a delay in the
feedback link. In the case of finite queue buffers and random
packet arrivals the traditional notion of fairness is replaced
by the notion of stability [10, 11]: we wish to find the trans-
mission policy that stabilizes all users buffers, whenever
the user arrival rates are inside the system stability region.
The realistic assumption of feedback link delay prevents the
transmitter to know exactly the receivers SNR. This makes
the information outage probability non-zero, and therefore
there exists a non-trivial tradeoff between the transmit diver-
sity achieved by STC and the multiuser diversity achieved
by opportunistic schemes.

By formulating the problem in this way, we compare
some common SDMA/TDMA downlink schemes inspired
by current technology: STC (transmit diversity) and oppor-
tunistic beamforming with

���! "�#�
beams. The abil-

ity of accurately predicting the channel SNR dominates the
performance of opportunistic beamforming. Hence, we pro-
pose a new scheme based on pseudo-random unitary beam-
forming matrices known by the receivers (in analogy with
random-spreading CDMA, where the downlink scrambling
sequence is synchronized and known to all users in the cell).
In this way, the user terminals have only to track and pre-
dict the underlying physical channel which can be much
slower than the variation of the pseudo-random beam pat-
tern. Under this scheme, it appears that for given feedback
delay the relative merit of opportunistic beamforming and
STC strongly depends on the channel Doppler bandwidth.
In particular, it appears that for slowly-varying channels the
multiple-beam scheme with

 �$%�
[6] achieves the best

average delay, while for faster channels STC is better. In
light of these results, the utility of random beamforming
with

 #$&�
, as in [2], is questionable.

2. SDMA/TDMA DOWNLINK SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a SDMA/TDMA downlink system where a base
station with

�
antennas serves � user terminals with a sin-

gle antenna as shown in Fig. 1. Transmission is slotted and
each slot comprises ' channel uses (complex dimensions).
We consider a frequency-flat block fading channel where
the signal received at user ( terminal in slot ) is given by*,+ �-) �.$0/ �1) �32 + �-) �5476 + �-) � (1)

where
/ �1) ��8:9<;>= � is the transmitted codeword,

2 + �-) �?89 � =A@
denotes the

�
-input 1-output channel response for

the user ( channel in slot ) , assumed time-invariant over
each slot and

6 + �-) �?8:9>;>=B@ is complex circularly symmet-
ric AWGN with components C0DFE&�1GAH �I� . The base station
has fixed transmit power J in each slot, that is, tr � / �-) �K/ �-) �MLN�� J�' for all ) . Due to the noise variance normalization, J
takes on the meaning of maximum transmit SNR.

Coding and decoding is performed on a slot-by-slot ba-
sis. We assume that ' is large enough such that good Gaussian-
like codes exist whose block error probability is essentially
given by the information outage probability [7]O�PMQSR �1T �U$0VUW � �	��
�X � �47Y �-) � J �?� T �
where

Y �1) � J denotes the instantaneous received SNR and T
the coding rate (bit/channel use).

We assume a SDMA/TDMA downlink system. Namely,
at each slot, a subset of

�Z�� [���
out of � users is

selected and independent information messages are sent to
these users via

 
independently selected codewords. The

codewords can be linearly combined via a beamforming ma-
trix. The ensemble of user selection, beamforming and rate
allocation rules for an SDMA/TDMA policy.

The SDMA/TDMA policy is generally a function of the
feedback signals sent back by the users over a feedback link.
Information packets destined to the users arrive randomly
at the base station from some underlying wired network,
and are stored into � queues, where queue ( is associ-
ated to user ( . The arrival process of queue ( is denoted
by \ + �-) � , with arrival rate ] +_^$ @;a`ab \ + �1) �dc (bit/channel
use), and the buffer size of queue ( is denoted by e + �-) � (bit).
At the beginning of each slot, a Data Rate Control (DRC)
signal fg�-) �h$ �1f @ �-) � HjijikijHMfml��-) �n� is revealed to the trans-
mitter. The transmitter is characterized by certain feasible
rate functions, denoted by o +Ip q T +Ip q �1f � , where T +Ip q �rf � is
a function that will be specified later, s is a SDMA/TDMA
resource-sharing matrix, and f is the current value of the
DRC signal. The resource sharing matrix s has the follow-
ing meaning: o +Ip q ��G is the fraction of the current slot
allocated to user ( on beam t or, equivalently, it is the prob-
ability with which the whole slot is allocated to user ( on
beam t . As it will be clear from the following treatment,
these two interpretations yield the same results in terms of
stability region and we may think of the second as a more
practical option (only one user per beam transmit at any slot
instead of partitioning the slot time into sub-slots). The set
of all feasible resource-sharing matrices isu ^$wv s 8�x l =Fyz { l|+~} @ o +Ip q ��� H��<t�� (2)

With some abuse of notation, we denote by
u

also the set of
resource-sharing feasible functions, i.e., the set of all func-



tions that map the DRC signal into
u

. Since the DRC sig-
nal is not ideal, there exists a non-zero probability that any
specified transmission rate T cannot be supported by the
channel. We assume an ARQ protocol such that an unsuc-
cessfully decoded packet remains in the transmission buffer
and is re-scheduled for transmission at a later time. We let
the rate function T +Ip q �rf � to be the average rate achieved by
the ARQ protocol for user ( over beam t conditioned with
respect to the current DRC signal f and maximized over
the choice of the instantaneous coding rate, i.e.,T +Ip q �1f �U$���������B� T�� �?�_O�PnQjR �1T�� f �n� (3)

where O PMQSR �rT�� f � ^$�V.W � ����
�X � �4�Y +Ip q J ��� T�� f � (4)

and where
Y +Ip q J is the received SNR for user ( associated

with the signal sent on beam t . The rate T +Ip q �1f � is achieved
on average, if whenever the DRC signal is equal to f user (
is scheduled on beam t and allocated an instantaneous rate
equal to T�� , achieving the maximum in (3).

For a given SDMA/TDMA resource allocation policys��1) � , the queue buffers evolve in time according to the stochas-
tic difference equation

e + �1) 4:�I�U$��� e + �1) �,� ' y|qn} @ o +Ip q �-) � T +�p q �1fg�-) �n���� z 4 \ + �1) �
(5)

for all ( $�� HkijikiSHn� , where b � c z ^$!���¡�£¢ � HnG¥¤ . In order to
define stability, we follow [10] and define the buffer over-
flow function ¦ + �re �7$���§	�©¨nªF«F¬1>® @ ¬°¯ ¬± } @ ��¢ e + �-² �©�e�¤ . We say that the system is stable if

��§	��³ <® ¦ + �re ��$ G
for all ( . We define the system stability region ´ as the
set of all arrival rates � -tuples µ 8¶x lz such that there
exists a resource-sharing policy for which the system is sta-
ble. Clearly, for the system defined above the main goal of
a SDMA/TDMA policy is to stabilize the system wheneverµ 8 ´ . In this setting, achieving any point in the stability
region subsumes any reasonable fairness criterion and may
be considered as the single most important goal of a down-
link resource-allocation policy.

3. MAIN RESULTS

The stability theory of [10] can be easily extended to our set-
ting, where the role of the power allocation in [10] is played
by the resource-sharing allocation o +Ip q and the role of the
channel state in [10] is played by the DRC signal fa�1) � . A
slight modification of the proofs in [10] is required to take
into account the fact that here we have

 
beams, each of

which can be shared by several users. However, this mod-
ification is rather trivial and the details are referred to [12]

Under the following assumptions:
i)
¢ \ + �-) � { ( $·� HkijijijHn��¤ is a set of jointly stationary er-

godic Markov arrival processes with rates µ $ ��] @ HjikijiSH¸] l �
and `ab \ X + �-) �dc�¹©º ;
ii) fg�-) � is a jointly stationary ergodic Markov � -dimensional
DRC process independent of the arrival processes;
iii)

¢ f<� �I� HjijikijHMfa�1) �¶��� ¤¼» f��-) � » ¢kY +Ip q �-) � { ( $� HkijikijHn��Hht $�� HjijikiSH  ¤ is a Markov chain; we have the
following result.

Theorem 1 [stability region]. Under assumptions i), ii)
and iii), the stability region of the SDMA/TDMA downlink
system defined above is given by½¿¾�ÀSÁ�Â�ÃÄ�ÅkÆ�ÇÈ É�Ê�Ë xgÌÍÏÎUÐ�ÑÓÒÏÔÃÕnÖ�× `�Ø Ù ÑSÚ Õ¡Û�ÜUÝ1Þ ÑjÚ Õ¡ÛßÜ,ÝáàAâ¥ãhä£å æç

(6)
where coh means “closure of the convex hull”. è

For any µ 8 ´ there exists a memoryless stationary
policy s (i.e., a function of the instantaneous DRC signal f
at time ) only) that stabilizes all queues. However, for any
given µ the stabilizing policy is, in general, a function of µ
and of the statistics of f . An adaptive policy is a functions of the instantaneous buffer sizes

¢ e + �-) � ¤ and of the DRC
signal fa�1) � such that, even not knowing the arrival rates,
it stabilizes the queues whenever µ 8 ´ [10, 11]. This is
given by the next result.

Theorem 2 [max-stability adaptive policy]. Under the
same assumptions of Theorem 1, the SDMA/TDMA adap-
tive resource-sharing policy given byés $���Wn
_���¡�êAë�ì l|+~} @¥í + e + y|qn} @ o +�p q T +Ip q �1f � (7)

for any strictly positive weights í + � G , stabilizes the sys-
tem for all µ 8 ´ . è

The solution of (7) is readily given explicitly byîÙ ÑSÚ Õ¡Ûßï × âKð3ð3ðnâ�ï Ñ¡ñ Ü,Ý ¾_ò#ó ä ¾:ô¸õrög÷ÓôMø ÑMù�úMÑMù ï ÑMù Þ ÑMù1Ú Õ Û�ÜUÝû äNü¾:ô¸õrög÷ÓôMø ÑMù�úMÑMù ï ÑMù Þ ÑMù1Ú Õ Û�ÜUÝ
(8)

The max-stability adaptive policy allocates on each beam t
the user maximizing the product í + ù e + ù �-) � T + ù p q �1f��-) �n� at a
slot ) .

4. APPLICATION TO PRACTICAL SCHEMES

In this section we apply the max-stability policy to STC and
opportunistic beamforming. We assume that the channel
vectors

2 + �-) � are mutually statistically independent for dif-
ferent index ( and i.i.d. for different antennas.

2 + �-) � is con-
stant over each slot of ' channel uses, and changes from
slot to slot according to a stationary ergodic ý -order Gauss
Markov process, given by

2 + �1) �.$&� ¯�þÿ } @ \ ÿ 2 + �1) ���k��4
� + �-) � where � + �-) � C©D¥E&�rGFH�� X�� � is an i.i.d. process. Then,
we let f��-) � be a function of the MMSE predictor � + �-) � of2 + �-) � given a delayed noiseless observation

2 + �-) �	� � HkijijikH 2 + �-) �



�.� ý 4 �I� , where
�

denotes the feedback delay measured in
slots. This model is made in order to meet the assumptions
ii) and iii) of Section 3. We compare the following schemes.

Space Time Coding (STC). In this case,
/ �-) �?8:9a;>= �

denotes the transmitted space-time codeword, assumed to
be drawn from a Gaussian i.i.d. ensemble. The system
can not exploit spatial multiplexing since the user terminals
have one antenna each. Hence, STC yields only

�
-fold

transmit diversity, the instantaneous channel gain of user( is given by
Y + �1) ��$ @� � 2 + �1) � � X . Each user feeds back

its DRC 
 + �-) �N$ @� � � + �1) � � X such that the total number of
feedbacks is � (suitably quantized) real values. All the re-
sults of Section 3 apply with

 Ï$·�
, since a single user is

served on each slot.
Opportunistic beamforming. We consider oppor-

tunistic beamforming using
 � �

mutually orthogonal
beams. In [6]

 ¶$¼�
while in [2]

 $ �
with

� � �
an-

tennas. It is clear that the quality of the DRC signal depends
critically on the ability of predicting the physical channels2 + �-) � . Then, we propose an improvement of [2, 6]: as in
usual random-spreading CDMA, each user in the system
is synchronized with a common random number generator
that generates the random beamforming matrices. Hence,
the matrices can be considered a priori known. Moreover,
since they are unitary, they have no impact on the estima-
tion of the underlying physical channel that can be achieved
with usual pilot-aided schemes and linear prediction. In this
way, the speed of variation of the random beams is indepen-
dent of the ability of estimating the channels, that depends
uniquely on the Doppler bandwidth. Therefore, we let the
random beams change independently at each slot. We have/ �1) �7$ ¯ yqn} @�� q �-) ����q �-) � , where � q �1) � 8Ï9>;>=A@

is the

signal associated to beam t ,  q �1) ��809 � =A@ is the beam-
forming vector for beam t in slot ) , and it is assumed that Lq �1) ���� �-) �?$�� qMp � . User ( “sees” SINR for the signal in
beam t equal to���ß��� +Ip q �-) �U$ � ��q �-) �K2 + �-) � � X �� J 4 ¯ ���} q �  �� �1) �32 + �1) � � X (9)

for t $�� HjijikiSH  . The instantaneous channel gain is given
by
Y +Ip q �1) �.$0������� +Ip q �-) ��� J . The outage rate (3) conditioned

on the prediction � + �-) � of the channel can be computed by
numerical integration (details are given in [12]). As a mat-
ter of fact, each user feeds back

 
outage rates for each of

the beams such that the total number of feedbacks is �  
(suitably quantized) real values.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Simulation setting. We considered mutually independent
arrival processes such that \ + �-) �h$ ¯ ����� ¬ �qn} @"! +Ip q �-) � , where� + �-) � is an i.i.d. Poisson distributed sequence that counts

the number of packets arrived to the ( -th buffer at the begin-
ning of slot ) and ! +Ip q �1) � are i.i.d. exponentially distributed
random variables expressing the number of bits per packet.
We take `ab ! +Ip q �-) � c�$ ' ( ' $$# G�G�G in our simulations),
so that ] + coincides with the average number of packets
arrived in a slot ( ' channel uses). We consider a Gauss-
Markov process of order ý $&%

where the coefficients are
chosen to approximate Jake’s Doppler model [13]. Inspired
by the HDR system [3], we let ')(+*-, ¬ $%� i .0/ msec and the
feedback delay

�_$1#
slot. Under this setting, the mobile

speeds 2 $ G , #3%
, 4�G , .�G , 5�G km/h yield a channel prediction

error �
X
6 $ GFi G�G , GFi G % , GAi � G , GFi 4�G , GFi .�G respectively. For op-

portunistic beamforming, we generate a new set of random
beams every slot to minimize the average delay [12].

Average delay performance. We evaluated the average
delay of STC and opportunistic beamforming as a function
of the mobile speed in km/h by letting the total arrival rate
to

# i % bit/channel use. By Little’s theorem, the average de-
lay is given by 7 $ @; l ¯ l +~} @ e + � ] + measured in slot
where e + denotes the ( user’s time-averaged buffer size in
bit. We consider the symmetric arrival case. Figs. 2,3,4
shows the average delay for a system with

% G users, aver-
age SNR J $ � G dB with STC, random beamforming with $ �

and random beamforming with
 $ �

, respec-
tively. Clearly, the case

� $ �
is the same in all three

figures and it is introduced for the sake of comparison with
a standard single-antenna system.

For a very slowly-varying channel (close to 2 $ G km/h)
the STC system becomes non-ergodic and there is a positive
probability of buffer overflow. This probability is reduced
by increasing transmit diversity, thanks to the so called “channel-
hardening effect” [9]: ergodicity is recovered in the spatial
domain by increasing the number of transmit antennas.

As seen from Fig. 3 and 4, opportunistic random beam-
forming decreases the average delay by making the channel
vary almost i.i.d.. When the channel is slow (up to 40km/h),
opportunistic beamforming with

�
beams achieves the small-

est delay. As 2 increases (i.e., the quality of DRC becomes
worse), STC outperforms the random beamforming schemes
due to its better outage rate. Interestingly, the opportunistic
beamforming systems become unstable (the average delay
diverges) with

� $1# H�4 and 2 larger than .�G km/h. This
means that at this speed users are essentially allocated on
the wrong beam with high probability.

These results show that the ranking of STC and oppor-
tunistic beamforming is not clear and depends critically on
the ability of feeding back accurate SNR measurements or
predictions. Generally speaking, it appears that the oppor-
tunistic single beamforming is not very attractive because its
performance is dominated by either STC for large Doppler
bandwidth or the opportunistic

�
-beamforming for small

Doppler bandwidth.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of SDMA/TDMA downlink system
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